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Encore Electronics, Inc. secures a large order from General Electric TPS for
Charge Amplifier Assemblies for Turbine Testing
Feb. 24, 2012 — Saratoga Springs, NY
Encore Electronics recently announced that it has received an order for a total of sixteen ENC1492A Charge Amplifier
Assemblies. The Charge Amplifier Assemblies are part of the CDM system and are used for testing of the Turbine’s that
GE builds for their customers worldwide. The three orders are valued at over $593,000. USD and will be delivered over
a 6 month period.
“The ENC1492A is designed and engineered for looking at signals from crucial parameters,” “We look forward to
delivering the assemblies to GE within the seven weeks as promised.” said Brian Crawford, Sales Manager for Encore
Electronics Inc. located in Saratoga Springs, NY.
Encore Electronics, has grown our business by providing on time delivery and customer satisfaction since 1967.
About Encore Electronics
Encore Electronics designs and manufactures signal conditioning and custom electronics for the Automotive,
Renewable Energy, Power Generation, Aerospace and Defense and R & D business’s worldwide, looking for future
opportunities while delivering today. At Encore Electronics, service means the ability to fulfill the specific needs of our
customers. Our engineering, production dept. , test lab and most of all our employees, are what make Encore a
global leader in the custom signal conditioning and electronics industry.
Encore Electronics headquarters and manufacturing facility is located in Saratoga Springs, NY.
For more information contact:
Brian Crawford, Sales and Marketing Manager
Encore Electronics Inc.
brian@encore-elec.com
518-584-5354 ext . 223
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